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Grants awarded for the publication abroad 
of  illustrated works of Children’s and Youth 
Literature, by Institut Ramon Llull 
https://www.llull.cat

Grants awarded for publishing, movility and 
promotion of literature and illustration, by 
The Institut d’Estudis Baleàrics
http://www.illenc.cat/en/

Look for these logos in our catalog to know which 
titles have available translation grants: 
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BOARD BOOKS

The Seasons 

Here Comes The Spring!

Here Comes The Fall! Here Comes The Winter!

Here Comes The Summer!

Albert Asensio
SERIES

Albert Asensio
He studied Graphic Design at the 
EADT. Later on he did a nine-month 
training course in illustration at Eina 
Art College in Barcelona (2006-2007) 
and two drawing and painting courses 
at Central Saint Martin’s College of Art 
and Design, London in 2009.
In 2007, he started working as an 
illustrator for Spanish publishing 
houses such as Anaya, Juventud, 
Random House Mondadori, Teide, 
Cruïlla or Planeta and newspapers 
like La Vanguardia.
Until now, he has been awarded 
by Laus Bronze Prize for Fira de 
Tàrrega’s poster 2010, by Banco 
del Libro de Venezuela for the book 
Kim by Rudyard Kipling (published 
by Juventud) and has won 3 Junceda 
Prizes; for Best Book Cover, for Best 
Advertisement and for Best Scientific 
Illustration.

Go with the squirrel Nin and 
see how the forest and its 
inhabitants are changing, with 
the changes of every season. 
Have you already found all the 
differences in each of the four 
seasons?
A collection of four board 
books for children from 2 to 5 
years to play and discover the 
changes between each station 
observing the details of the 
illustrations.

RIGHTS SOLD:
Romanian/Chinese (Simplified)

Board Books
18 x 18 cm
14 pages
Age: 2 +
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BOARD BOOKS

JUNCEDA
ILLUSTRATION 

AWARD
Barcelona

How does weather affect living in nature?
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BOARD BOOKS

Where Do Animals Live? 

The Savanna

The Woods The Jungle

The Sea

Albert Asensio

Board Books
18 x 18 cm
14 pages
Age: 1 +

SERIES

In the woods, there are deers, foxes, 
wild boars, squirrels, tigers… Tigers? 
No! Tigers don’t live in the woods! 
Where do they live?
Do you know which animals live 
in each place? 
In this series you will discover all 
the animals in their natural habitats 
with charming illustrations.

Discover the environment 
of these animal’s families

selected illustrator for «Sharing a Future» exhibition at Bologna’s Book Fair 2017

RIGHTS SOLD: 
Romanian/Chinese 
(Simplified)

http://
http://www.editorialjuventud.es/3866.html
http://www.editorialjuventud.es/3864.html
http://www.editorialjuventud.es/3860.html
http://www.editorialjuventud.es/3862.html
http://www.editorialjuventud.es/3866.html
http://www.editorialjuventud.es/3866.html
http://www.editorialjuventud.es/3866.html
http://www.editorialjuventud.es/3866.html
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BOARD BOOKS
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Hidden Alphabet 
Imapla

Hardcover
15 x 21 cm
64 pages
Age: 3+

PICTURE BOOKS

This alphabet is a visual game to discover the 
letters that surround you. You can go to the 
moon by an A, bite with the W, smile with a U, 
get a bath in a D, go to the hospital through 
an S, sail with an L... Discover them!

It also has a final game to create your own 
alphabet. With colored papers, a pencil and 
a lot of imagination, discover what is hidden 
behind each letter of your alphabet.

Imapla
She studied Graphic Design 
at Elisava School in 
Barcelona. She learned to 
work with the image and 
to understand the graphic 
independently of the drawing. 
She began collaborating for 
different magazines and 
advertising media, which 
led her to combine different 
disciplines. She received 
the Apel.les Mestres Award 
in 1992 and that made her 
devote her life to illustration 
and later to start as an 
author. In 2007, she won 
the International Illustration 
Award of SM Foundation.

A fun way to learn
the alphabet
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PICTURE BOOKS
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PICTURE BOOKS

When The Sea Disappeared
Francisco Sánchez 
Bárbara Sansó

Hardcover
26 x 26 cm

40 pages
Age: 5+

Alexander’s father tells him that 
the desert in which they live, years 
ago was a sea: the Aral Sea. It was 
a prosperous area that lived from 
fishing, but the authorities diverted 
the water from the rivers and dried 
up. Alexandre, impressed by this 
ecological disaster, will dream 
a solution to recover the Aral Sea 
again...
This illustrated album presents 
a historical reality: the ecological 
disaster that meant the disappearance 
of the Aral Sea. It wants to put the 
attention to the rational use of water.

Francisco Sánchez
 is editor (Ediciones B) and author 

of works like the graphic novels 
Los bosques de Upsala or 

Chernóbil la zona, which had an 
international projection and for 

which he received the Tournesol 
award at the Angoulême Comic 

Festival. He always tries that
his works serve as social 

denunciation.

The loss of the Aral Sea 
is considered one of the worst 
ecological disasters in history

selected illustrator for «Sharing a Future» exhibition at Bologna’s Book Fair 2017
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PICTURE BOOKS
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Story Of A Tree 
Miguel Ángel Cuesta

Hardcover
21 x 31,5 cm
48 pages
Age: 4+

CCEI ILLUSTRATION 
AWARD 2012 
Honour List
Spain

PICTURE BOOKS

A delicate work of art, which incorporates  
games of perspective and comparing points 
of view of the same image. This book allows 
the main character, a tree that survives the 
destruction of a wood, to really shine through. 
Using the same innocent tone as the illustra-
tions, some short texts tell the story of this 
strong little tree.

Miguel Ángel Cuesta
His earliest memories 
always include pencils, 
markers and crayons. 
His drawings are always 
influenced by naive art.  
To date, he has published 
two picture books: Refrescos 
frescos de burbujas brujas, 
published by CEDMA, 
and Historia de un árbol. 
He still dreams, thinks, 
writes and illustrates 
children’s books with close 
help from his little son.

A story of the importance 
of preserving the environment

http://
http://www.editorialjuventud.es/3822.html
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PICTURE BOOKS
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PICTURE BOOKS

My Grandpa And I
Núria Parera 
Almudena Suárez

Hardcover
26 x 21 cm

40 pages
Age: 5+

With Grandpa Simon we play 
our “hide kisses” game every day.
Even if he has to go to hospital. 
Even if he is not here.
Grandfather Simon and I keep playing...
A tender story about how, with the magic 
of a relationship between and old man and 
his granddaughter, it is possible to offer 
a less tragic view of degenerative diseases.

Núria Parera started her career
as a journalist, but soon she 

realized that she enjoyed more 
telling stories and creating them. 

For ten years she has been writing 
scripts for television series and 

publishing children’s books.

Introducing the 5 Stages 
of Grief & Loss

http://
http://www.editorialjuventud.es/3822.html
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PICTURE BOOKS

Almudena Suárez is graduated in Geography and History. Later she
studied archeology restoration, decorative painting, iconography and 
parchment lighting. For 16 years she ran an iconography workshop and 
has also prepared children’s Romanic painting workshop. At the moment 
she is still discovering new dimensions of the illustration field. My Grandpa 
And I is her first book.
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PICTURE BOOKS

A heartwarming tale 
about literacy and 

education in a remote 
Colombian village

Coal Words
Irene Vasco 
Juan Carlos Palomino

Hardcover 
25 x 25 cm
32 pages
Age: 6+

In the village of Palenque, the only one who  
can read is Mr. Velandia, because some years 
ago, there were no schools in the villages to 
study. Gina’s sister really wants to learn to 
read and Mr. Velandia promises to teach  
her if she helps him with the store...

Irene Vasco
Irene is a renowed Colombian author 
of almost thirty titles (such as Paso a 
paso and Mambrú perdió la guerra). 
She also travels long distances to 
visit communities where normally no 
one reaches, with just one intention: 
to bring the stories that she shares 
with her family to other children, 
and to break the silence with which 
conflicts are usually hidden from the 
young, revealing them through her 
writings.

RIGHTS SOLD:
Brazilian

FUNDACIÓN CUATROGATOS 
AWARD 2016
Spanish Youth Literature

Best Children’s Book 2016
BANCO DEL LIBRO 

DE VENEZUELA

http://
http://www.editorialjuventud.es/3822.html
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PICTURE BOOKS

Juan Carlos 
Palomino won the 
1st award of 
Catálogo 
Iberoamericano 
de Ilustración 
on 2013 and was 
the winner of the 
VII International 
Illustration 
Bologna Fair - 
Foundation SM 
Award on 2016.

http://www.editorialjuventud.es/3822.html
http://www.editorialjuventud.es/3822.html
http://www.editorialjuventud.es/3822.html
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PICTURE BOOKS

A Stroll With Mr. Gaudí
Pau Estrada

Mr Gaudí lives in a most peculiar 
place, the Park Güell. Every day 
he checks the progress on the 
works he has been entrusted: the 
Pedrera, the Sagrada Familia, the 
Casa Batlló... A picture book full 
of wonderful illustrations to learn 
about Barcelona and about one  
of the most original architects of 
the 20th century.
With aditional information of his 
biography and works.

Pau Estrada
Pau Estrada is an illustrator, 

English teacher and 
documentary film maker. 

He has illustrated many 
children’s books, both 
in Spain and the USA. 
www.pauestrada.com

RIGHTS SOLD:
Korean

Hardcover
22 x 28 cm

48 pages
Age: 6+

http://
http://www.editorialjuventud.es/3822.html
http://www.pauestrada.com/
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PICTURE BOOKS

A day in the life of the great 
architect Gaudí
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PICTURE BOOKS

The Wall
Javier Sobrino 
Nathalie Novi

For some time now, small-eared elephants and 
big-eared elephants have looked at each other 
in a strange and disturbing way. During the dry 
season, it is not easy to find food in the valley of 
Okavango. All the animals fight for something to 
eat: giraffes fight with zebras, rhinos fight with 
hippos... But elephants fighting is the worst...

Hardcover 
24 x 36 cm

32 pages
Age: 7+

Javier Sobrino
He is a national benchmark 
in child and youth Spanish 

literature and in the area of 
education. Every time 

he sees for the first time the 
images that illustrators paint 

with his words, and makes his 
dream of publishing 

a new book come true, 
he feels really lucky.
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A fable about xenophobia 
and how pointless borders 
are in our world

PICTURE BOOKS

Nathalie Novi
This French author has 
illustrated more than 
fifty children’s books 
(for publishing houses 
like Didier Jeunesse or 
Rue du Monde) with 
increasing success. 
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Mia Grows Up 
Mònica Peitx 
Cristina Losantos

Mia is 9 years old and tells us the extraordinary 
adventure of getting older. Discover what changes 
of her body undergoes during puberty: Breasts? 
Tops? Bras? Sleeping more? Hair? Shaving? 
The period? Sanitary towels? Her pediatrician will 
answer all your questions…
Growing it’s a huge adventure and, the more you 
know, the better!
This book, written by a pediatrician-endocrinal, 
talks about the changes of puberty and also 
emphasizes healthy habits on the normal process 
of teenagers.

Hardcover 
13 x 20 cm

48 pp
Age: 8+

Mònica Peitx 
is a pediatrician specialized in 

Endocrinology and Nutrition
and works in Barcelona. In 

2008 she wrote her first book 
for children with overweight 

and obesity: El cuento de Max. 
After that, she wrote El cuento 

de Aina about diabetes, and 
El cuento de Quim about the 
size of young boys. With Mia 
grows up she stops dealing 

with disorders to write about 
a fascinating physiological 

process: puberty.

RIGHTS SOLD: 
German 
Portuguese 
Polish
Simplified Chinese

SERRA D’OR 
AWARD 2017 
Spain

selected illustrator for «Sharing a Future» exhibition at Bologna’s Book Fair 2017

PICTURE BOOKS (NON FICTION)
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Bruno just turned 11 and he is 
noticing changes in his body… 
He is happy because he 
knows he is getting older, like 
his sister Mia. The puberty has 
also arrived to his life! 

Hardcover 
13 x 20 cm
54 pp
Age: 9+

Two books 
about puberty

 NEW RELEASE FROM THE SAME AUTHORS!

BRUNO GROWS UP 

PICTURE BOOKS (NON FICTION)

RIGHTS SOLD:
Polish
Chinese (Simplified)
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PICTURE BOOKS (NON FICTION)

Look At The Sky!
José Ramón Alonso 
Beatriz Barbero-Gil

Hardcover
21 x 28 cm
32 pages
Age: 7+

How many stars are there in the universe? 
Who invented the irst telescope? How 
looks Neptune’s sky? How many moons 
does Saturn have? What animals have 
traveled to space? What do astronauts do in 
the International Space Station?

In this book you will ind the answers 
to these questions and much more about 
the fascinating world of space exploration. 
Who has not dreamed of being an 
astronaut? Come on! Look at the sky 
and travel to the stars!

José Ramón Alonso is a biologist
and professor at the University 

of Salamanca. He likes space toys 
and playing chess. He also likes reading 

and writing, because it’s the only way 
to keep learning every day. He thinks 

that science is the great adventure 
of our time and he loves sharing it with 
anyone who is curious about it. He has 

written many science books, both for 
children and adults, and he has a blog 

which has some of the most fascinating 
stories of neuroscience.

Have you ever 
thought of being 

an astronaut?

RIGHTS SOLD: Italian
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PICTURE BOOKS (NON FICTION)
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PICTURE BOOKS (NON FICTION)

My First Book of 
Quantum Physics

Sheddad Kaid-Salah Ferrón 
Eduard Altarriba Sheddad Kaid-Salah Ferrón

Sheddad has a Bachelor’s Degree in 
Physics and Pharmacy and a Master 
in Pedagogy (UAB University), he also 
studied Quantum Mechanics in the 
Stanford University.
He is working as teacher of 
Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry 
in a high school since many years and 
he is a member of the Astronomical 
Grouping of Terrassa.

Eduard Altarriba
He had been working for two decades 
in graphic design and illustration fields 
and since few years ago he works 
in Alababalà, his tiny independent 
study. They are focused on publishing 
services and the creation of own 
proposals aimed at children. He likes 
making books, games, exhibitions, 
animations, apps and workbooks that 
are practical, instructive, meaningfull 
and, of course, fun. 

Hardcover 
29×29 cm

48 pages
Age: 10+

Everything around us, trees, stones, 
light and even ourselves, is composed 
of very, very, very small particles. In this 
tiny univers, made of energy and matter, 
strange laws govern surprising.
Start discovering the fascinating world 
of quantum physics with the help of Dr. 
Albert.
This is the very first book to explain such 
a matter to kids aged 10 (and its parents) 
in the easiest and funny way possible, 
focused on science teaching. 

RIGHTS SOLD:
English / Chinese Simplified/ 
Korean/ Russian / German/ 
Italian
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PICTURE BOOKS (NON FICTION)

NEW TITLE BY THE SAME AUTHORS!!

My First Book of Quantum 
Physics
(PDF available in October 15th)
 Rights sold: Korea
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COOK BOOKS

Junior Chef
Marian Montoro 
Mar Ferrero

An easy and entertaining way to teach 
children the principles of cooking and to 
familiarise them with the ingredients, the 
different ways food is prepared and the 
utensils used, all with the Mediterranean 
diet as a base, a diet recognised around 
the world for its health benefits.
The book is divided into the four seasons 
of the year so the children can learn 
which are the products of each season 
with a detailed presentation and 
explanation with step-by-step images to 
show how to prepare every recipe.

Marian Montoro
Marian Montoro has studied 
photography at Universitat 
Politècnica de Catalunya and 
has worked many years as a 
photographer on different Spanish 
magazines and newspapers. 
4 years ago, she turned her 
life around joining her two 
big passions, photography 
and gastronomy, creating a 
gastronomic magazine named 
Sal y Pimienta. Nowadays she 
works as a photographer and food 
stylist for specialized gastronomy 
magazines and publishing houses.

64 easy, fun and healthy recipes 
from the Mediterranean diet

Paperback 
with flaps 

21 x 25,5 cm
192 pages

Age: 5+

GOURMAND WORLD COOKBOOK  
AWARDS 2016
Best Children Food Book In Spanish

RIGHTS SOLD:
Brazilian
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COOK BOOKS
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COOK BOOKS

Mum, I Want To Be 
A Pastry Chef!

Sergi Vela        Àlex Brosa

Paperback 
with flaps 
22 x 22 cm
192 pages
Age: 6+

Mum, I want to be a pastry chef! it’s a book 
for children who love to cook and end up 
with chocolate everywhere discovering 
new flavours. Parents will also have a 
good time cooking with the younger ones 
sharing stoves and aprons. 
A book full of recipes with specific 
vocabulary, ingredients, tricks and tips…, 
all explained in both professional 
and easy way for children to learn and 
enjoy cooking…, as real pastry chefs!

Sergi Vela
Sergi Vela’s mastery of pastry can 
be well expressed as accurate, 
scientific, and above all, excellent.
He has developed his professional 
skills in the best bakeries of 
Barcelona, where he decided to 
focus on the art of confectionary and 
work as a chocolatier. Vela is also 
familiar with the restaurant industry 
due to his time with the emblematic 
Martín Berasategui restaurant or 
his appointment as head pastry 
chef at Drolma de Fermí Puig in 
Hotel Majestic. At the moment Sergi 
Vela is teaching at «Escuela de 
Hotelería y Turismo de Barcelona». 
He also provides training and 
gives demonstrations on high-end 
patisserie products both in Spain 
and overseas.
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COOK BOOKS

Sergi Vela / COLLABORATIONS & AWARDS
21st Brix Collective
From the synergy 

between Vela and 14 
other professionals from 
his sector, the 21st Brix 

Collective was born.

Best Chocolate Pastry
Best chocolate cake in the 
world. Prize received in the 

final of the World Chocolate 
Masters’2009

Spanish Chocolate Masters
Best chocolate pastry chef 

in Spain, won in the Spanish 
Chocolate Masters, held in 

Madrid in 2008

Premis Livania 2009
Best international  
pastry chef

Second Prize
Second place in the  
VI International Competition 
of Chocolate Figures, 
Barcelona, 2003

Second Prize
Second place in the  
VII International Competition 
of Chocolate Figures, 
Barcelona, 2004
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UNIVERSAL TALES

Because sometimes a picture 
is worth a thousand words...

Hardcover 
with jacket 
19 x 26 cm 
144 pages 

Age: 12+

In folktales and in Universal Literature the sovereign 
people have always been in a respectable place:  
the good-natured, wise men or rather cruel…
This book collects stories from the oral tradition and the 
best classical authors of all times, as Hamlet, The Wicked 
Prince, The Legend Of Midas, The Happy Prince, Hans 
Dumb... Folktales which show all the faces of power. 

Pablo Manzano
(San Luis, Argentina, 

1972) has a degree in 
Communication Sciences 

from the University of 
Buenos Aires. In Argentina 
he collaborated in cultural 
and educational journals, 
and formed two bands as 

a composer and singer. 
He currently lives in Barcelona, 

where he has directed two 
short films and writes fiction 

novels and storybooks.

Tales Of Kings, Princes 
And Other Powerful Men
Adapted folktales and stories by Tolstoy, Andersen, 
Shakespeare, Grimm and other authors

Pablo Manzano
Albert Asensio
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UNIVERSAL TALES
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Classical tales about monsters or monstrous characters 
adapted to young readers as The Birthday of the Infanta by 
Oscar Wilde, The Devil and Tom Walker by Washington Irving, 
A voice in the Night by William Hope Hodgson, or The Mask of 
the Red Death by Edgard Allan Poe and much more…
Illustrated by the acclaimed illustrator Fabian Negrín.

Fabian Negrin
was born in 1963 in Argentina. He 

studied Graphic Design in Mexico and 
has been living in Italy since 1988. 

He wrote and illustrated more than a 
hundred children’s books for publishers 
like Orecchio Acerbo, Creative Editions, 

Bloomsbury, Knopf, Salani and 
Mondadori. Besides, he worked as an 

illustrator for numerous newspapers and 
magazines. Negrin is one of the most 

distinguished contemporary illustrators.

Monster’s Tales
Adapted stories by Oscar Wilde, Washington Irving, 
Edgar Allan Poe, Guy de Maupassant and many more

Seve Calleja
Fabián Negrín

Fabián Negrín has been awarded by 
Bologna Ragazzi (Non-Fiction) 2010

Hardcover 
with jacket 
19 x 26 cm 
204 pages 

Age: 12+

UNIVERSAL TALES
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UNIVERSAL TALES
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Raúl Allén
graduated from Fine Arts in 
Salamanca, later on he moved 
to Boston to study Illustration 
and Design. He illustrates 
projects for publishing houses 
and advertisment. His work has 
been selected and awarded 
by the Society of Illustrators 
of NY 49th Annual Exhibition, 
Illustration West 43 and 3×3 
Magazine of Contemporary 
Illustration between others. 
www.raulallen.com

Hardcover 
with jacket 
19 x 26 cm 
172 pages 

Age: 12+

UNIVERSAL TALES

Spanish Folktales 
And Legends

Seve Calleja 
Raúl Allén

This volume collects the most symbolic folktales 
and legends of Spanish oral and written tradition 
which will make the reader travel along all the 
different regions and cultures of the country.
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UNIVERSAL TALES
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Hardcover 
with jacket 
19 x 26 cm 
262 pages 

Age: 12+

UNIVERSAL TALES

Smart As A Whip
Pablo Manzano      
Francisco Solé

Oral and written tales about swindlers 
are probably inspired in real characters 
who lived their lives trying to earn a 
living. The resignation to their poverty 
was never an option. But if there is 
a thing that characterizes the tales 
presented in this book is humor. The 
swindlers are the irresistible comic 
characters who will make the readers 
laugh in all ridiculous situations. You can 
find adaptations of popular characters 
such as Lazarillo de Tormes or Robin 
Hood but also a wide variety of stories 
from different cultures.

Tricksters and funny 
stories around the world

Francisco Solé
is illustrator and architect. He 
has worked as illustrator for 
spanish publishers (Anaya, 
Alfaguara, Santillana ...) and 
press (El País, El Mundo ...), 
advertising agencies and film 
and theatral produccions by 
the hand of Roman Polanski 
or Álvaro del Amo.
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UNIVERSAL TALES
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UNIVERSAL TALES

Ángel Domínguez
He is self-taught and has 
established himself as an 
independent illustrator.  
He currently lives in Laredo, 
Cantabria, and devotes 
his time to illustrating 
books for both adults and 
children.  Editorial Juventud 
has published many of his 
works. He also has had many 
exhibitions in London, 
The United States and Japan.

Hardcover 
with jacket 
19 x 26 cm 
268 pages 
Age: 10+

Gift books ilustrated by Ángel Domínguez

In The Jungle Book remain some of the most beloved tales 
of all time. Adored by readers of all ages, these classic stories 
spin the unforgettable story of Mowgli —a boy raised by a pack 
of wolves— as he learns indelible lessons about the laws of  
the jungle as well as the needs of the heart. 

The Jungle Book
Rudyard Kipling
Ángel Domínguez
CCEI ILLUSTRATION 
AWARD 2010
Spain
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UNIVERSAL TALES

Treasures Hunters.
Classical Tales Of Pirates

Seve Calleja 
Ángel Domínguez

Seve Calleja
is a school teacher, a recognized author 

with some national awards and a 
researcher at Children’s Literature. He has 

written critical reviews and teaching articles 
in different newspapers and magazines 

and has published many editions of classic 
books and folk tales selections.

Hardcover 
with jacket 
19 x 26 cm 
250 pages 

Age: 12+

This selection aims to collect some samples of different 
episodes of the history of piracy. For this reason, Seve 
Calleja has selected representative fragments of the work 
of some of the most famous authors of pirate stories, such 
as Emilio Salgari, Herman Melville, Robert Louis Stevenson,

Joseph Conrad or Rafael Sabatini. With them, we can approach with times and places that 
are required reference in Pirate literature, such as the English colonial Malaysia of the 
nineteenth century or the mythical Caribbean of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
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UNIVERSAL TALES

Hardcover 
with jacket 
19 x 26 cm 
192 pages 

Age: 12+

COLECCIÓN

CUENTOS
UNIVERSALES

Dioses y héroes de la Grecia Antigua I y II
por Gustav Schwab

edición de J. M. de Prada Samper,
ilust. de Ángel Domínguez

Los mejores cuentos 
de la literatura universal

ilust. por A. Rackham

Historias clásicas
de animales

compilación de Lesley O’Mara,
ilust. de Ángel Domínguez

Precisamente así
por Rudyard Kipling,

ilust. de Ángel Domínguez

Alicia en el país
de las maravillas
por Lewis Carroll,

ilust. de Lola Anglada

Cuentos de Andersen
ilust. de Arthur Rackham

Buscadores de tesoros
Cuentos de piratas

edición de Seve Calleja,
ilust. de Ángel Domínguez

Mitos, cuentos y leyendas
de los cinco continentes

por J. M. de Prada Samper,
ilust. de Luis Filella

EDITORIAL JUVENTUD, S. A.
Provença 101 - 08029 Barcelona

9 788426 135612

ISBN 84-261-3561-7

Ilustraciones de Ángel Domínguez

Un rey despechado había decretado que cada día le
ofrecieran una joven para esposarla, y que al día siguien-
te fuera ejecutada. Scherezade, en su noche de bodas,
empezó a contarle al rey una historia que, al amanecer,
dejó inacabada.Tanta fue la curiosidad del rey por saber
cómo terminaba el relato, que se vio obligado a dejarla
vivir un nuevo día, y así fue posponiendo la ejecución
noche tras noche, mientras Scherezade iba hilvanando
sus historias.

Cuentos, comedias, tragedias, historias de amor, poe-
mas..., todos los géneros están comprendidos en las Mil 
y Una Noches, y en ellos todo un mundo de fantasía:
animales monstruosos, demonios, princesas y príncipes
hermosos, poderosos magos, viajeros intrépidos, astutos
mercaderes... La presente es una selección de algunas de
las historias de Sherezade, que incluyen a sus más legen-
darios personajes: Alí Baba, Aladino, Simbad el marino,
así como otros relatos menos conocidos pero igualmen-
te fas cinantes.

Sin duda, los jóvenes lectores se dejarán cautivar por 
este mundo lleno de magia y fantasía realzado con las
ricas y sugestivas ilustraciones de Ángel Domínguez.

Ángel Domínguez (Vizcaya, 1953) terminó los estu-
dios en 1973. De formación autodidacta, se estableció
como ilustrador independiente. En la actualidad vive en
La redo, dedicado a la ilustración de libros, tanto para
adultos como para niños. Editorial Juventud ya publicó
en esta misma colección Cuentos clásicos de animales (1995),
Precisamente así (1999) que obtuvo el premio de la Ge -
neralitat de Catalunya al mejor libro infantil ilustrado,
Dioses y Héroes de la Grecia antigua (2000), su continua-
ción Heracles,Teseo y Edipo (2002) y Buscadores de tesoros
(2004). Cabe destacar su trabajo The King’s Gift (2000),
para la reina Rania de Jordania, y exposiciones en Lon -
dres, Estados Unidos y Japón.

Integran este volumen:
Alí Babá y los Cuarenta Ladrones,
La Historia del Caballo Mágico,
El Banquete Imaginario,
Historia de Simbad el Marino,
La Historia de Alí Cogia, el Mercader de Bagdad,
Historia de Aladino o la Lámpara Maravillosa,
Historia de Codadad y sus Hermanos,
La Historia de la Princesa de Deryabar

www.editorialjuventud.es
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One Thousand And One Nights
Ángel Domínguez

These are some of the stories that Scheherazade told to King Shahrayar 
to end his decision of marrying every day with a new woman and kill 
her the next day, after he has been betrayed by his first wife. Offering 
herself as the new wife of Shahrayar, Scheherazade spins a web of 
tales night after night, leaving the King in suspense when morning 
comes, thus prolonging her life for another day. Written in Arabic from 
tales gathered in India, Persia and across the great Arab empire, these 
mesmerising stories tell of the real and the supernatural, power and 
punishment and the endless trials and uncertainties of fate.

Walking in the steps of great illustrators such as Léon Carré, Maxfield Parrish, José Segrelles, Arthur 
Racham, Sergio Toppi, Kay Nielsen or Edmund Dulac, Ángel Domínguez has made this selection of 
stories from the Arabian Nights, following the pretext of his colleagues, according to which 
“the illustrations do not illustrate the story, the illustrations are the story”.
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Gods And Heroes Of 
Ancient Greece I
192 pages 
Age: 12+

Gods And Heroes Of 
Ancient Greece II. Heracles, 
Theseus And Oedipus
178 pages 
Age: 12+

UNIVERSAL TALES

THESE 
BOOKS

Hardcover 
with jacket 
19 x 26 cm

From fire-stealing Prometheus to scene-stealing Helen of Troy, from Jason 
and his golden fleece to Oedipus and his mother, this collection of classic 
tales from Greek mythology demonstrates the inexhaustible vitality of a 
timeless cultural legacy. Their stories and the stories of the powerful gods 
and goddesses who punish and reward, that are both in love with and 
enraged by the humans they have created, are set forth simply but movingly, 
in a language that retains the power and drama of the original works by 
Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, and Homer. Thanks to Gustav Schwab’s 
masterful retelling, they are made accessible to readers of all ages.

COLECCIÓN

CUENTOS
UNIVERSALES

Dioses y Héroes II:
Heracles, Teseo y Edipo

por José Manuel de Prada Samper,
ilust. de Ángel Domínguez

Alicia en el país de las maravillas
por Lewis Carroll,

ilust. de Lola Anglada

Cuentos de Andersen
ilust. de Arthur Rackham

Peter Pan y Wendy
por J. M. Barrie,

ilust. de M. L. Attwell

Cuentos de Grimm
ilust. de Arthur Rackham

Precisamente así
por Rudyard Kipling,

ilust. de Ángel Domínguez

Buscadores de tesoros
por Seve Calleja,

ilust. de Ángel Domínguez

Un mundo de cuentos
Cuentos populares de los cinco continentes

por Anna Gasol y Teresa Blanch,
ilust. de Mercè López

El libro de la selva
de Rudyard Kipling,

ilust. de Ángel Domínguez

EDITORIAL JUVENTUD, S. A.
Provença 101 - 08029 Barcelona

Cuando el Renacimiento rescató del olvido las grandes 
obras de de la Antigüedad Clásica, sacó de nuevo a la 
luz la mitología y la mostró en toda su plenitud, 
utilizándola una vez más como fuente de inspiración 
de las artes y de las letras. De entre las muchas obras 
destinadas a ofrecer una imagen de conjunto de este
inagotable patrimonio, destaca el recopilatorio Las más
bellas leyendas de la Antigüedad Clásica publicado por el 
poeta y erudito alemán Gustav Schwab entre 1838 
y 1840, pensando en lectores jóvenes, y que forma la 
base del libro que el lector tiene en sus manos. En este
primer tomo se recoge una cuidada selección de los 
mitos de la Metamorfosis y otras leyendas menores; 
y en el segundo tomo de esta colección, publicado 
también por Editorial Juventud se relatan las proezas 
de Heracles, Teseo y Edipo (Dioses y Héroes de
la Grecia Antigua II).  Para esta selección, realizada 
por José Manuel de Prada Samper se ha utilizado 
la traducción íntegra de la obra de Schwab hecha
por Francesc Payarols.

Ángel Domínguez (Bizkaia, 1953). 
De formación autodidacta, 
se estableció como ilustrador 
independiente a partir de 1973. 
En la actualidad, vive en Laredo 
(España), dedicado a la ilustración 
de libros. Ángel Domínguez ha 

ilustrado para Editorial Juventud en esta misma 
colección: Precisamente Así (1999) –Premio de la 
Generalitat de Catalunya al mejor libro ilustrado infantil–,
Heracles, Teseo y Edipo (2002), Buscadores de tesoros (2004), 
Las mil y una noches (2006) y El libro de la selva (2010)
–Premio CCEI al mejor libro ilustrado–. Cabe destacar 
su trabajo The King’s Gift (2000) para la reina Rania de
Jordania, y diversas exposiciones en Londres, Estados 
Unidos y Japón. Desde 2011, colabora regularmente
con la editorial Larousse en la ilustración de libros 
como, por ejemplo, El pequeño buscasetas, o El pequeño 
observador de aves.

www.editorialjuventud.es
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Gods And Heroes 
Of Ancient Greece
Based on the book by Gustav Schwab 
The Most Beautiful Legends of Classical Antiquity

José Manuel de Prada Samper
Ángel Domínguez
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UNIVERSAL TALES

This selection of Schwab’s book The Most Beautiful Legends of Classical Antiquity, by José 
Manuel de Prada Samper, is in the first volume related to the exploits of Jason and the 
Argonauts and other minor legends, and in the second volume to the legends and myths of 
the three heroes Heracles, Theseus and Oedipus. Lavishly illustrated by Domínguez, the piece 
incorporates at the end a comparative study of similar myths from different continents.
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Editorial Juventud S. A. 
Provença, 101 - 08029 Barcelona (SPAIN) 
Tel. (+34) 93 444 18 00 
info@editorialjuventud.es 
View our General Catalogue on: 
www.editorialjuventud.es

We are represented by ILUSTRATA, Literary Agency
Espronceda 300, 4º 4ª - 08027 Barcelona (SPAIN) 
Tel. (+34) 93 246 90 56 
info@ilustrata.com 
www.ilustrata.com


